Abstract

This bibliography records publications of the late Richard E. Crandall.

Title word cross-reference

12 [100]. 2 · 3 · 5 · · · p ± 1 [16, 29]. 3 · 2^k [70]. 3x + 1 [8]. $49.95$ [156]. L [167, 139]. n! ± 1 [16, 29]. π [153]. qx + 1 [149]. x^r [17, 19].

-series [167, 139].

23 [17].

38 [29].

60th [170].


large-integer [58]. Lattice [141, 57, 45, 40, 94]. leads [115]. length [70].
log-rational [135]. logic [79]. lossless [85].

Mathematical [159]. Mathematician [163]. Mathematician/physicist/inventor [163].
May [152]. measurement [20]. Media [42]. Method
[53, 56, 60, 63, 96, 101, 107, 118]. methods [39, 44, 88]. Million [52, 100, 54].
Minimal [20, 26]. mobility [121]. Mode [151]. Model [57, 121, 30].
Multiple [7, 77]. multiprecision [87].

network [79]. Networks [105]. NeXT [46]. no [17, 29]. nonlinear [132].
Normal [103]. notable [169]. Note [122, 128]. Notes [43]. number

Obstacles [127]. Octuple [104]. Octuple-precision [104]. One [52, 34].
one-dimensional [34]. operational [2]. Optimization [71]. options [158].
orange [79]. other [166]. Owners [150].

parameter [111, 112]. parameters [121]. Parlour [41]. Pascal
[32, 37, 33, 34]. Pascal-86 [33]. Pascal-implemented [34]. path [55]. Paul
Pollard-rho [83]. polylogarithm [122, 139]. Pomerance [155, 156].
[156]. precision [104]. Predictions [159, 15]. pricing [158]. primality
[106]. Prime [10, 102, 119, 156, 168, 155, 156]. Primes
[16, 52, 100, 29, 54, 47, 72]. problem [45, 8, 31, 149]. Problems
[6, 9, 36, 150]. processors [50]. professor [162]. programming [37].
Publisher [84]. Pure [157]. put [162]. puzzle [168].
Qmedtrix [162]. Quantitative [15]. quantum [64]. Quinn [132].


unavoidable [35]. Unified [139]. Universal [85]. using [93, 107, 118].
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Welcome [41]. Wieferich [72]. Wilson [72]. within [40]. Witten
[165, 116]. Works [136, 137]. Workstations [148].
xvi [156].

Zeta [73, 90, 167, 166, 64, 76, 77, 116, 139]. Zhang [68]. Zucker [117].
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